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 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams

I am tired of people asking where they can get diagrams to wire or repin an Integra cluster into their Civics. I took my time and searched the
different wiring diagrams. I made my own diagrams for easy use. I made two diagrams for each 92-95 Civics and 96-00 Civics due to the different
Integra clusters (94-97 and 98-01). I also included a diagram to wiring a 96-00 Civic cluster into a 92-95 Civic. Use at your own risk, I won't be
responsible if your clusters go wacky.

NOTE: JDM Integra Type-R clusters will work with these diagrams. Make sure you know which spec cluster you have. 96 Spec will have a catalytic
converter icon near the CEL and the 98 Spec do not. Use the 94-97 Integra diagram for 96 Spec and 98-01 Integra diagram for 98 Spec.

ANOTHER NOTE: To tell the difference between a 94-97 and 98-01 clusters is that the 94-97 clusters have grey gauge faces while the 98-01
clusters have black gauge faces. Also, 94-97 clusters have the seatbelt, door ajar, and SRS lights in the upper right light grouping, whle the 98-01
clusters have door ajar, ABS, and SRS in the upper right light grouping.

EXAMPLE: 96 Spec Integra Type-R Cluster
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1994-2001 Integra Cluster into 1992-1995 Civic

1994-2001 Integra Cluster into 1996-2000 Civic
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1996-2000 Civic Cluster Into 1992-1995 Civic
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1992-1995 Civic Pin Designations

1996-2000 Civic Pin Designations
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1994-2001 Integra Pin Designations

Rewiring SRS Plug (works for 96-00 Civics only, plug and play for 92-95 Civics)

Below is a picture of a Civic SRS plug. Notice that when the clip part is facing down, the yellow wire is of the left if the plug is facing away from you.
The blue wire is one the right if the plug is facing away from you. You can use your Civic SRS plug with the Integra cluster. All you need to do is cut
the yellow and blue wires and switch them (connect yellow to blue, and blue to yellow). So if this was an Integrs SRS plug, the yellow wire would be
on the right, while the blue wire will be on the left; the plug again facing away from you and the clip part on the bottom.

If you do have an Integra SRS plug, you cut off the Civic SRS plug and color match the wires from the Civic harness. 
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Those with cruise control (LX/EX/Si)

To get the cruise control light to work, all you need to do is cut off the cruise control wire (red/blue) from the green plug and reconnect it with a wire
that won't be used on the Integra cluster. For EKs, you can depin the Pink wire (washer fluid), cut the wire leaving the metal pin and some wire left,
reconnect it with the cruise control wire, and repin into the cruise control slot on the Integra plug. Your cruise control light will now light up when
engaged.

Those with a 92-95 Civic, cut off the cruise control wire from the green plug and take the Blue/White (low fuel light) wire with pin, then connect the
cruise control wire to it. Once that is done, stick it in the cruise control slot of the Integra plug.

Those with ABS

For the 94-97 Integra clusters, the ABS wire is pinned into the 16-pin plug. Like with the cruise control modification (using an unused wire), cut off
the Civic ABS wire, connect it, and pin it. For the 98-01 Integra clusters, the ABS is wired into the SRS plug. You will need to get the 98-01 Integrs
SRS plug and connect the ABS wire from the Civic to the ABS wire from the plug.

Repinning a 96-00 Civic for an Integra cluster

The repinning process will only work on EK Civics because they use the same plugs as Integras. The EG wire pins are too large to fit into the EK
Civic/Integra cluster plugs.

1. Get a medium sized safety pin. Large enough to be sturdy so it doesn't bend when trying to remove the wire and small enough to fit inside the
pinhole.

2. On the left side of the plug, you will see a white clip. Use the safety pin and push it in to unclip it from the blue plug. If it breaks, it is ok; these
clips break easy.

http://honda-tech.com/showthread.php?t=1053318#
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3. On the right side, there's another white clip. Do the same thing as you did in the second step.

4. In the middle of the blue plug, there's a small hook to attaches to the white piece. Take the safety pin and push that hook down. You should hear
a 'click'.

5. Now, use your fingers and remove the top white piece. You will have to lift up the blue plug bridge on the top because the white piece has ridges
that you have to clear. Once you attempt to remove it, you will know what I am talking about.
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6. Now the bottom piece can slide out. You might need to use the safety pin to push that piece out. With this piece removed, you can now remove
the wires from each pinhole.

7. Here are the two white pieces are removed. As you can see I broke one of the white clips. Again, the clips won't affect the wiring at all. I
happened to removed these plugs from a Civic at a junkyard and it rains a lot here making the plastic brittle.

8. Look inside one of the pinholes. You will see more small hooks just like the one you seen in step 4. Take your little safety pin tool and insert it
into the pinhole and try to push the hook down while pulling the wire gently. You have to wedge the pintip between the top of the plastic hook and
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the bottom of the metal wire pin. The wire will slide out when you have done it right. Remember a larger safety pin will make this step a little more
difficult.

9. Here is a picture of one of the wires removed. Now that you know how to remove the wires, following the above diagrams and repin. The wires
will slide back into the pinhole. Give the wire a little tug to make sure the wires are in there firmly. Good luck!

Putting an Integra cluster or 96-00 Civic cluster into a 92-95 Civic

Unlike the Integra cluster and 96-00 Civic cluster, the 92-95 Civic cluster plugs are completely different. You will not be able to repin the plugs. You
will need to cut off the Integra/96-00 Civic cluster plugs leaving at least 5 inches of wire. If you have 96-00 Civic plugs and putting in an Integra
cluster, you will need to repin the wires on the plug according to the Integra plug pinout. Vice versa if you have Integra plugs and swapping in a 96-
00 Civic cluster. Now, you need to cut off the 92-95 Civic cluster plugs from your harness. Finally, you match the wires from the harness to the wires
coming out of the Integra/96-00 Civic plug as in the diagram and connect them either by solder or butt connectors.

Results

Here are two pictures of my work in two EKs. Of course they won't have the best fitment, but close enough. I used pipe strapping to hold up the
cluster, without it, there will be an even larger gap at the top. There will be a small gap at the top due to the cluster sitting further back from the
gauge bezel.
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Pipe Strapping
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3/4" Pipe Strapping. I cut two pieces maybe 1.5-2" in length leaving the 2 small and 2 larges holes in tact. With the small hole to the edge, I
trimmed a little of the two sharp corners so that the piece of strap can swivel to get a good mounting angle. Without the trimming, the piece will not
be able to swivel. Using a small bolt and nut, the piece of strap is mounted to the cluster holes. Next, with the large hole at one end, I trimmed the
outside corner when looking at the piece. Now, using screws, screw in the two pieces of pipe strapping to the screw locations.

Although not using pipe strapping, the following setup is similar to how I had it with the pipe strapping. The pipe strapping was a little wider than
the brackets used below, so I had to trim the corners so they wouldn't rub with the cluster and mounting locations (you'll understand when you get
there). Source: Merritt Johnson (www.merritr.com)

Great Source To Wire An S2000 Cluster Into 92-00 Civics and 94-01 Integras
http://www.dscustoms.com/s2000cluster.htm

1993-1995 Del Sol Cluster Wiring Diagram
http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?id=1053318&page=9

Modified by BlueIntegraBoy at 6:45 PM 1/15/2007
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95excoupe
Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Aug 2001
Location: Somewhere, NJ,
USA
Posts: 1,301
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (BlueIntegraBoy)

Thank you I keep on seeing these wiring diagrams and they all contridict each other. The reason why people always have that
fuel gauge problem is cause the pre 98 clusters use pin C3 for the fuel gauge and the newer ones use C1 but everyone uses
the same diagram.

  

 11-20-2004, 05:13 AM   #3

killer6993
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2004
Location: West Jordan, UT,
USA
Posts: 358
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (95excoupe)

Thank You.

Been waiting for the solid information. Too many maybe's or I think's in other posts.
__________________
<FONT SIZE="2">JDM Hater Member #4</FONT>

It's not that the JDM itself is bad. When everything is JDM, When you think you're JDM, When your US car is JDM cause of your
taillights. When YOU are JDM. YOU are GAY!

93 CX Hatch - D15b7 (hoping h22 obd1 swap in spring)

<U>SELL ME YOUR SWAP. Looking for D16 or B16. Complete setup. Has to be shipped to Utah. If you've got the
hookup/deal let me know!</U>

  

 11-20-2004, 05:17 AM   #4

INVALID
Honda-Tech Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: May 2002
Location: Why so you can
pretend like youre interested,
FL/OK
Posts: 4,303
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (BlueIntegraBoy)

Good job putting all years into one collective post, can't say I found a problem with the one I used for any of the two I have
used with exception to the cluster that I didn't know which year it was from.
__________________
"All you have to do is fight for what you want. You fight for what you want you can get it."

  

 11-20-2004, 07:08 AM   #5

eghatch4sale
Honda-Tech Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Mar 2004
Location: cleveland, ohio
Posts: 3,211
iTrader Rating: (0)

nice thanx!

  

 11-20-2004, 08:04 AM   #6

hndakd
Honda-Tech Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Jan 2004
Location: cincy, oh
Posts: 174
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: (eghatch4sale)

good info i had a couple of problems with the ones i found when i put mine in  

  

 11-20-2004, 12:48 PM   #7

Redline96LX
* B A N N E D *
Garage is empty, add now
 
Join Date: Jul 2004

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (BlueIntegraBoy)

Thank you. And for some people that have tried and verified this??
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Location: Alpharetta, GA,
U.S.A.
Posts: 3,099
iTrader Rating: (0)

  

 11-20-2004, 05:18 PM   #8

95excoupe
Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Aug 2001
Location: Somewhere, NJ,
USA
Posts: 1,301
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (Redline96LX)

Quote:

Originally Posted by Redline96LX
Thank you. And for some people that have tried and verified this??

I just wired up my friends gsr cluster using this and everything is working fine so I can confirm the 94-97 into 96-00 civic
diagram.

  

 11-20-2004, 05:22 PM   #9

ebp 99 si
Honda-Tech Member
2000 Honda Civic
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2002
Location: Winchester, VA
Posts: 3,071
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (95excoupe)

u should put this in the faq part
good info  
__________________
05 evo blacked out 
08 wrangler unlimited blacked out 7.5"lift,38's,etc 
R.I.P Brian Arbogast(turbodcx)2/15/83-2/4/07

  

 11-21-2004, 07:27 AM   #10

daidilus
Honda-Tech Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Mar 2004
Location: manhattan, kansas,
USA
Posts: 953
iTrader Rating: (0)

 

can i get one that is for an EG cluster into an EF?

  

 11-21-2004, 11:32 AM   #11

BlueIntegraBoy
Honda-Tech Member
1998 Acura Integra
 

 
Join Date: Apr 2003
Location: Hawaii --> SoCal
Posts: 23,943
iTrader Rating: (3)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (BlueIntegraBoy)

Quote:

Originally Posted by daidilus
can i get one that is for an EG cluster into an EF?

Use the above diagram along with this diagram. You need to change the VSS. http://www.honda-tech.com/zerothread?
id=709958
__________________
インテグラ タイプR 98-0425

07 Pilot EX-L w/Navi & 4WD, 07 Fit Sport

  

 11-21-2004, 11:55 AM   #12

daidilus
Honda-Tech Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Mar 2004
Location: manhattan, kansas,
USA
Posts: 953
iTrader Rating: (0)

 

, i already have a DC2 cluster wired in, i got the wiring diagram and added the EG cluster plugs to my existing ones.....only
things that worked was the turn signals though..i may have forgotten the power wire..i will try again when i get home!
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Bonez21
Honda-Tech Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 Re: (daidilus)

98-01 ITR Cluster into a 92-95 Civic (cx)
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Join Date: Jan 2004
Location: OG Capo Status in
this Honda Game, NY
Posts: 6,037
iTrader Rating: (0)

__________________
Forsale!!! 01 Prelude SH Bone Stock and in great shape click below for more details...
http://hondamarketplace.com/showthread.php?t=3036525
R.I.P. ~Spiro~ Top End Performance

  

 11-21-2004, 02:26 PM   #14

ek9hatch0WN3R
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Nov 2004
Posts: 7
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: (Bonez21)

i was just about to flip out cuz im so sick of these posts, but thanks for having a search friendly thread about this that people
can refer to.

good good ****! 

  

 11-21-2004, 04:51 PM   #15

T-RO
Honda-Tech Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Oct 2002
Location: Deltona, FL, USA
Posts: 1,984
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: (Bonez21)

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bonez21
98-01 ITR Cluster into a 92-95 Civic (cx)

Now thats pimp... 
__________________
FS: SOLDERLESS Resistor boxes / OBD0 Injector clips

  

 11-21-2004, 11:24 PM   #16

Bonez21
Honda-Tech Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Jan 2004
Location: OG Capo Status in
this Honda Game, NY
Posts: 6,037
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: (T-RO)

Quote:

Originally Posted by T-RO

Now thats pimp... 

Thanx 
__________________
Forsale!!! 01 Prelude SH Bone Stock and in great shape click below for more details...
http://hondamarketplace.com/showthread.php?t=3036525
R.I.P. ~Spiro~ Top End Performance

  

 11-21-2004, 11:29 PM   #17

jdmsiR20
Honda-Tech Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Apr 2003
Location: bay area
Posts: 5,194
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: (Bonez21)

i think all this thread needs is.... a sticky? that and pictures of the plugs possibly... so maybe folks wont ask which is a, b, or e?

good **** though 
__________________
siniGANG

  

 11-21-2004, 11:31 PM   #18

BlueIntegraBoy
Honda-Tech Member
1998 Acura Integra
 

 
Join Date: Apr 2003
Location: Hawaii --> SoCal
Posts: 23,943
iTrader Rating: (3)

 Re: (jdmsiR20)

Quote:

Originally Posted by jdmsiR20
i think all this thread needs is.... a sticky? that and pictures of the plugs possibly... so maybe folks wont ask which is a, b,
or e?

good **** though 

Yeah, I dont have pics of the plugs. But the number of holes in each plug might be a clue.
__________________
インテグラ タイプR 98-0425

07 Pilot EX-L w/Navi & 4WD, 07 Fit Sport
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cxSHOE
Honda-Tech Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Apr 2003
Location: ROLLING PARANOID
WITH A SMILE, ca, USA
Posts: 8,203
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (BlueIntegraBoy)

nice write up .. too bad i can use my itr cluster anymore (look in sig for reason)  

amber to white sucks 

  

 11-29-2004, 11:36 AM   #20

vtec69
New User
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Jul 2001
Location: OUT OF THE
BASMENT, US
Posts: 5,791
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (cxSHOE)

you tha man  
__________________

[b]My Myspace Page

[b]THE BASEMENT THREAD FOR THE PEOPLE WHO DONT KNOW http://images.honda-tech.com/set1/smile/emsmilep.gif

  

 12-02-2004, 10:56 PM   #21

civic_hatchy
Junior Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Aug 2004
Location: Bootah, USA
Posts: 615
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (BlueIntegraBoy)

finally somthing i've been looking for thanks alot
__________________
00 GPW Red/Black AP1 http://images.honda-tech.com/set1/smile/emthup.gif http://images.honda-
tech.com/set1/smile/emthup.gif 
94 Milano Red EH2 (SOLD) http://images.honda-tech.com/set1/smile/emthup.gif 

R.I.P - Stripes (2-22-05)

  

 12-03-2004, 12:02 AM   #22

ph8ed4life
Junior Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Nov 2003
Location: Burning up in AZ
Posts: 289
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (civic_hatchy)

Excellent post!! FAQ quality, I say. Written very nicely, just what I needed!!
__________________
-Matt

2001 Phoenix Yellow ITR that I've been searching for, click HERE!

  

 12-29-2004, 08:09 PM   #23

jdmek910
Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Mar 2003
Location: riding with a
cougar., nj
Posts: 2,395
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (ph8ed4life)

cant see the picks and i REALLY NEED TO!

  

 01-23-2005, 02:58 AM   #24

jdpfman
Junior Member
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Jan 2005
Posts: 218
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (BlueIntegraBoy)

i have a 95 gsr cluster and the harness 
its going into a eg, can i just re pin every thing?
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 01-25-2005, 01:38 AM   #25

94_HATCH
Garage is empty, add now
 

 
Join Date: Sep 2003
Location: IV/SD,, CA
Posts: 2,385
iTrader Rating: (0)

 Re: 94-97/98-01 Integra Cluster Into 92-95/96-00 Civic Wiring Diagrams (jdpfman)

Quote:

Originally Posted by jdpfman
i have a 95 gsr cluster and the harness 
its going into a eg, can i just re pin every thing?

First diagram
__________________
<FONT COLOR="GREEN">EU IV/SD - 94 Cx Hatch - H22A4 - BOOST EVENTUALLY
</FONT> 

"Some people ask; Do I shoot to maim, or do I shoot to kill? I say, empty the chamber and let the good Lord decide."
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